Cheap 2012 camaros

Some of these deals may be already gone. These vehicles weren't automatically fetched from
data feeds scattered through the web. If you own a Chevrolet Camaro and would like to sell it, or
you own a car dealer where you have on inventory several Camaro at lower prices than other
dealers in the area, and you would like we promote them here for free, please join us. At
Autopten, we are constantly seeking who's selling the cheapest Chevrolet Camaro in USA to
connect them with buyers interested or looking for pre-owned cars at prices they can afford.
This Chevy Camaro V6 just needs to be Car was hydro Plained and has body damage on driver
side. And the rod went through the Back reg 2 years will pass smog. Needs new shocks have
title. Loaded with a 3. Only 80, miles!!! No rust real clean underneath and Sat in garage for 2
years won't run till gas tank is cleaned. Has LT1 reverse shift Car has damage on drivers door. I
have new door and window regulator for it. Really nice car, no damage on the outside, k miles,
wanting to sell to get a newer car This is a great project car. It runs and drives great. Body work
needs to be repaired Project car, super straight body, tranny but no motor. Classic Chevy
Camaro Loaded with a 5. It is sat with the Vehicle needs cleaning up on the Low miles. Bose
sound Start Search or Select State. All Vehicles. All Makes. Inventory Page 1 of 8. Used
Chevrolet Camaro. Mechanic's special Make an offer! Runs and drives! Used Chevrolet Camaro
Berlinetta. Used Chevrolet Camaro Z Used Chevrolet Camaro 2dr coupe. Used Chevrolet
Camaro V6. Runs and drives good, body needs some TLC! Clean tittle, runs and drives. Needs
mechanical work, low miles, Bose stereo. Try A New Search. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Quick response to an excellent service! They have
what's called upfront pricing and I wasn't aware of that until later on. Waste of my time and gas.
The price on the vehicle was correct but there is a bank loan to pay off. I drove down the road
and purchased a vehicle at another dealer for what they listed online. Everyone inside was very
helpful, communicative, kind and caring. I felt comfortable and no pressure at all was put on me
to purchase my vehicle. If the car was a 6M I more than likely would have bought on the spot.
Still check on it daily and still considering it. If I end up buying it or any car from your lot, I want
him to write up the deal. He was on top of things. He is very knowledgeable and I prolly will go
back to him for my next car no doubt!! Very much the used car salesmen. That they put an
embarrassment of a car out for the price they did does not speak well of them. Pictures did not
reveal the nature of how torn up it was inside so it was a waste of time going there. When asked
they said they were going to work on it. Maybe that would have been the first job to get
something presentable? The experience was very pleasant. The sales person was very polite
and not overbearing. The car was not exactly what I was looking for. I was looking for a silver
Maserati and the Gengras Maserati was a dark gray. Waste of time. Even though the
salesperson told me to come in at a specific time to test drive the vehicle Maintenance records
would have given the dealer the answer I was looking for. Basically had the car been maintained
regularly. I did receive information from this dealer but had decided to pursue a different vehicle
closer to home. I give a 5 star because they responded back about my questions and concerns
answered in a timely matter. I came here to buy a Ford F and the staff was super helpful, the
process was simple and quick. I love the people here. This was the best car buying experience I
have ever had. Then they text and gave address and said they had it. Made an app. To see
vehicle, when I got there it wasn't in the lot, was told it wouldn't be back till late that day. Truck
had a major rust problem that they tried to hide with a new paint job. The dealership responded
within an hour of my inquiry. Car was presented realistically, I made an offer which was not
accepted. I would do business with them if they have car I like and we agree on price. The car
was sold, sales person did his best to find an alternative at my budget and he still is, very
diligent and committed to find a car. I praise him for his resilience. I had a wonderful experience
at Greenacres Nissan no pressure and very professional. Communication with internet sales
manager was great. He responded to all my inquiry within a very timely manner! He also kept
me updated on the status of the vehicle. I was not able to purchase the vehicle but the invitation
to browse their other cars was offered and because of their attention to me for the previous car I
continued to shop their lot even though nothing was in my price point. I will continue to shop
their dealership in the future. Good experience overall!! Transparent pricing, honest salesman
who listens to your needs and someone who will work with you to ensure they help you find the
perfect car at a price you can afford puts them in a class of their own. We wish we started our
car buying experience with them. Simply the best dealer we dealt with in our month long hunt
for a car. I would highly recommend you pay them a visit first. The Camaro ZL1, which takes its
name from a limited production run of 69 high-performance Camaro ZL1s produced in , joins the
lineup for , and the V6 powerplant in entry-level Camaros receives a bump of 11 hp, as
Chevrolet's iconic muscle car strives to keep up with its equally aggressive competitors from
Ford and Dodge. Taller drivers will find limited headroom in the Camaro coupes, although
convertibles offer more headroom, and the second-row seat remains cramped for adults of any

size. In the battle for supremacy in the muscle-car market segment, the iconic Camaro
continues to hold its own against competitors like the Mustang and Challenger, and with the
introduction of the hp ZL1, Chevrolet hopes to dominate. Outside, the Camaro displays
aggressive styling sure to get noticed, but many owners find the interior doesn't quite live up to
expectations, due in part to hard plastic materials, limited headroom and limited visibility out
both the back and front. Still, there's little doubt that the current Camaro is the best one ever
produced by Chevy. Celebrating its 45th year of production, the Chevrolet Camaro receives a
wide range of upgrades for , just in time for its 45th anniversary. Chevy boosts the Camaro's
performance with an upgraded direct-injection V6 engine, tweaks the sport suspensions for SS
trims, freshens the interior with a new instrument cluster and steering wheel, and adds a new
rear spoiler. In addition, the automaker offers a 45th Anniversary Special Edition Camaro for ,
and introduces the new high-powered Camaro ZL1, based on the original ZL1, which was
equipped with an all-aluminum cubic-inch engine that 69 lucky owners enjoyed back in The
current fifth-generation version of the Camaro, which roared back to life in March after having
been dormant since , continues to go toe-to-toe with such muscle-car competitors as the Ford
Mustang and the Dodge Challenger. And like its competitors, it displays a contemporary
exterior design while incorporating styling cues that draw on its heritage, such as the iconic
Camaro grille, hood, taillights, sculpted rear shoulders and distinctive gills just forward of the
rear wheel wells, as well as the interior dash and instrument gauges. More modern design
elements include the steeply raked windshield, the low stance, and a longer wheelbase, which
helps provide more interior space, particularly in the back seat. The LS and LT trims receive the
upgraded 3. The new ZL1, which Chevy says is the most powerful Camaro ever, boasts a
supercharged and intercooled version of the 6. The ZL1 also features a high-performance
suspension, reinforced driveshaft and rear axle, upgraded transmissions and brakes, and
unique exterior details, including lower grille openings, a lower splitter, a
carbon-fiber-composite hood air extractor and HID headlamps with LED halo rings. The
rear-wheel-drive Camaro comes equipped with a choice of three engines. Powering the entryand mid-level LS and LT trims, the updated 3. Other engine enhancements include a new
cylinder head design, an improved intake port, a new fuel pump and optimized-flow fuel
injectors. Torque tops out at lb-ft at 4, rpm. The V6 links to either a 6-speed manual
transmission with a Hill Hold feature, which comes as standard equipment, or an optional
6-speed automatic transmission with GM's TapShift manual-shift feature the automatic comes
standard in the 2LS trim. Power for the SS trims continues to come from a 6. It produces hp and
lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm, and also links to either a 6-speed manual transmission, which comes
standard, or a 6-speed automatic transmission. At the top of the heap, the ZL1 delivers the
ultimate pony car experience, thanks to its hp, supercharged and intercooled V8. The engine
drives the ZL1 from in just 3. The sprint to 60 mph takes a 10th of a second longer with the
Tremec 6-speed manual transmission with revised short-throw shifter, which comes as
standard equipment. The ZL1's dual-mode exhaust system features vacuum-actuated valves in
the exhaust pipes, which aid in performance while ensuring a throaty exhaust note. Chevy's
focus on extra horsepower for should be a welcome development for owners and reviewers,
since many reported that the previous year's V6-powered Camaros felt underpowered at times,
due in part to the car's weight. In addition, with Ford introducing a hp Mustang Boss for , Chevy
obviously felt the need to trump the original pony maker in the horsepower department, which it
does with the ZL1. The Camaro's ride and handling seem to keep improving with age, especially
for the SS coupe trims, which get a revamped sport suspension for The new FE4 suspension
package includes retuned front and rear dampers, reshaped and repositioned front and rear
stabilizer bars, and inch aluminum wheels. In addition, Chevy used suspension geometry
borrowed from the ZL1. Both SS trims come equipped with 4-piston Brembo vented disc brakes
and a limited-slip rear differential. The result, testers say, is a responsive, firmly planted feel,
with excellent grip and minimal body lean in corners. In the competition between the Camaro,
Mustang and Challenger, a number of testers give the Camaro the edge in the ride and handling
department. Proving it's in a category all its own, the ZL1 becomes the first sports car to receive
the third-generation version of GM's Magnetic Ride Control suspension, which utilizes
computer-controlled, magneto-rheological fluid-based actuators to vary firmness based on road
and driving conditions. Drivers can choose from Sport, Tour and Track suspension modes. As a
result, the ZL1 manages daily driving chores with ease while arriving fully track-ready. Realizing
that wheels and tires are an important part of the sports-car experience, Chevy equips the
Camaro with plenty of rubber. The LS trims ride on inch Heritage steel wheels, while the LT1
trims get inch painted aluminum wheels. Stepping up a notch, the LT2 receives inch painted
aluminum wheels, while the SS trims sit on inch painted aluminum wheels. The top-of-the-line
ZL1 receives inch forged-aluminum black-painted wheels. Although the Camaro's exterior

design receives extensive praise from reviewers and owners, the same cannot be said about its
interior. Headroom remains a problem for taller drivers, especially in the coupes, although the
convertibles offer more headroom. The tight back seat, among the smallest in its class, also
serves as a mark against the Camaro. Many owners report poor visibility out the rear, due in
part to the small rear windows. In addition, the interior dash and side panels display too much
hard plastic, and some owners note that the small gauges on the instrument panel, designed for
a retro feel, can be hard to read at times. Their styling also conflicts with that of a more modern
4-gauge auxiliary instrument cluster available as an option, owners note. Although the front
seats are comfortable, some testers find them too soft, and the seating position too low,
requiring some seat adjustment for a good view of the road ahead. In addition, OnStar with
turn-by-turn navigation comes standard in all Camaros. Front sport bucket seats include 4-way
manual adjustment for the driver's seat and 2-way adjustment for the passenger. The LT1 and
the 1SS trims add 6-way power-adjustable seats for the driver and passenger, a leather-wrapped
steering wheel and shift knob, and Sport Cloth seats, while the LT2 and 2SS trims also include
leather upholstery, a heads-up display, a 4-gauge auxiliary instrument cluster and a 9-speaker,
watt Boston Acoustics audio system with an upgraded satellite radio package. The ZL1 gets
heated front seats, suede microfiber upholstery, a remote vehicle starter and a Rear Vision
Package with a rear camera and 7-inch touchscreen, as well as leather upholstery and the
Boston Acoustics audio system. Owners can add a sunroof as an option. The NHTSA gave the
Chevy Camaro a top safety rating of 5 out of 5 stars, since the sports car earned 5 stars for
protecting passengers in frontal, side-impact and rollover crashes. GM's StabiliTrak electronic
stability control with traction control comes standard on all Camaros. Other standard safety
features include 4-wheel antilock disc brakes, daytime running lights and 6 airbags. In addition,
the standard OnStar system includes a number of standard safety programs, including
automatic crash response, crisis assist, emergency services, remote door unlock and stolen
vehicle assistance. In the battle between the Camaro, Mustang and Challenger for owners'
hearts, looks and pedigree have a lot to do with the final buying decision. Owners who have
opted for the Camaro say they like its exterior styling better than the entries from Ford and
Dodge, but many also say the Camaro performs better than its competitors. In fact, some say
it's the best-performing sports car available today. The Camaro accelerates quickly and
provides a sport-oriented driving experience, yet it still manages to get good gas mileage,
owners say. They also like the interior and find the seats supportive and comfortable. A few
owners have reported problems with their vehicles, but the biggest complaint concerns
visibility, with some owners saying they have difficulty seeing out the front and rear. Overall,
however, owners give the Camaro good marks. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chevrolet Camaro listings
in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. The Good. Read
more. Why Use CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

